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The movie is about an insider who tries to kill the boss of a terror group, by planting a bomb in the boss' car. Plot The film starts with the death of a bomb expert, Salim Ali Shakir, in a car accident. After his death, the junior employee of a police station, Prashant, is introduced to the deceased's wife, Saba, who regrets the death of her husband. Prashant then meets with Priya who had stolen his car for a long drive. It is revealed that the car was
a theft from the terrorist group where she stole it from the terrorist. He promised to help her get rid of the car to build a new life. After much persuasion, Priya accepts to join him in his work as an undercover spy. Shakir, aka Sanjay, then meets with his boss and is given the job to plant a bomb in the car of the boss. But soon the same car is stolen by the terrorist. Shakir, now a suspect, makes the terrorists believe that he could have planted the
bomb in the car. In a village, Shakir and Priya meet with some villagers who want money in return for them to reveal the car that Shakir had planted the bomb in, but fail. Shakir and Priya meet a young girl named Kalpana who has left her mother. Shakir offers to bring her home after this job is over, but she refuses to go anywhere unless he agrees to get the car back. Shakir goes to Akka, a terrorist who wants the car back. He meets with Akka,
and claims he could not find out anything about the car. As a result, Akka wants Shakir to become her henchman. Shakir refuses to do it. Akka then threatens him in a bid to force him to. Shakir once again goes to Priya to seek help but later is stopped by a police inspector for not having the required police license. When Shakir has a heart-to-heart talk with Priya, it is revealed that he has been conned by the terrorist group. To seek revenge, he
tells the inspector that Shakir is wanted in some other murder cases. In the meanwhile, the inspector sees a suspicious Kalpana, who also makes a statement about Shakir. The inspector wants to arrest him but let him go as he happens to be her husband
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